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Please provide s77_m_Ty information on the process by which this report has

been prepared, including information on the types of stakeholders who have

been actively involved in its preparation and on material which was used as a
basis for the report.

The process for preparing the report

This report has been prepared by the Ministry of Environment(MOE) in consultation with the Ministry of
Maritime Affairs and Fisheries(MOMAF), Korea Forest Service(KFS), the National Institute of
Environmental Researeh(NIER), the National Parks Authority(NPA), and the Korea Forest Research
Institute(KFRl).

Materials which were used as a basis for the report

1. 'Environmental White Book of 2002' published by MOE

2. 'Green Korea 2002' published by MOE
3. 'Research on Implementation Strategy on Nationwide Ecological Network 2002' published by MOE
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Protected areas or areas where special measures need to be taken to conserve

biological diversity

System of protected areas
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, .... : : Once the network is estaonsneu,'-'-':'- _ the assessment of national
biological state and the identification of areas which need
restoration or protection will be carried out through the
network·
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Regulatory framework

0
The Republic of Korea has various kinds of protected areas to
conserve bio-diversity, which are established and managed by
different acts.

Protected Area Relevant Act

Ecosystem Natural Environment
Conservation Area Conservation Act _

Wetland Conservation Wetland Preservation Act
Area

Protected Island Special Act on the Ecosystem
Preservation of Island such as
Dokdo Island

Natural Park Natural Parks Act _

Protected Area for Act relating to Protection of Birds,
Wild lives Mammals and Hunting
Genetic Resources Forest land Management Act
Protection Forests and (into force from Oct. 1, 2003)
Reserved Forest

Natural Monument Protection of Cultural Properties
Protection Areas Act _

Marked( x) acts are attached in English, and the others are only
in Korean.

0

The criteriaandtargetsfor
selection, establishment and

management of protected areas
are included in each act.

(Refer to attached copies)
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In case of designating Ecosystem Conservation Area and Wetland

Conservation Area, the government supports the local government to
build facilities, which can attract Eco-tourists, such as ecological
pavilion, eco-parks etc. in the context of benefit sharing with
indigenous people.
The National Parks collect entrance fees from visitors and spend a
portion of them for the neighboring communities such as paving roads,
building village-halls, swage treatment facilities, establishing
computer networks, etc.

Management approach

0

All of National Parks and most of the protected
areas have been assessed periodically by their
management authorities such as regional
environmental offices or regional NPA offices. In
many cases, alien species have appeared as major
threats to biodiversity.

Based on the National Biodiversity Strategy,
various types of protected areas have been

designated to best serve their biological function.
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Protected areas vary in their management objectives,
management regimes and scales under different acts.

For instance, national parks management conducted by
NPA, puts stress on sustainable use, while the
management of ecosystem conservation areas and

wetland conservation areas conducted by MOE puts

stress on the conservation as they are.

0

0

Available resources

0

Though the Republic of Korea is on the beginning
stage to establish nationwide ecological network,
the human, institutional and financial resources, at
present, do not seem to be adequate for fully



O

GEF/UNDP-Conservation of Globally Significant
Wetlands in the ROK(PDF B)
National Institute of Environmental Research,
2001.10-2003.5, $350,000

Assessment

0

O

A study for the methodology of economic value assessment for

i il; natural resources has been conducted in 2001, and a couple of

protected areas' economic values are assessed. The economic value

of Woo-Po swamp, one of ecosystem conservation area, was

estimated as 33 million - 47 million USD, and Dong-River, another
ecosystem conservation area was estimated as about 90 million USD.

Regional and international cooperation
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Information is not available.

According to the Article 2 of the Convention on
Wetlands of International Importance especially as
Waterfowl Habitat, Woo-Po swamp and Yong
swamp have been registered in Ramsar List. Copies
of the reports are attached.
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Further comments
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